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Correlated vibrations in ion-pair dynamics in
mechanoactivation identify functional domains of
force-dependent titin kinase†

Ming-Chya Wu,*ab Jeffrey G. Forbes‡c and Kuan Wang*bcd

Titin kinase is a mechanoenzyme, whose activity is activated by mechanical stretching and binding of

calcium sensors. Stretching causes local and global conformational changes of secondary structures and

complex movements of ion pairs and transient formations of salt bridges. This paper applies the

adaptive time series analysis approach to study the mechanical responses of ion-pair movements to

stretch unfolding through steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations, focusing on the ion-pair

dynamics of mechanoactivation obtained from the SMD trajectories. Temporal correlation analysis of

the ion-pair time series shows that the activation process involves changes of secondary structure.

Spectral analysis defined several groups and subgroups of the ion pairs with vibrational damping/

resonance in the scale of �0.5 Å, corresponding to vibrational modes of chemical bonds. Examination of

these groups revealed the locations or neighboring structures of the autoinhibitory loop, ATP binding

cleft, catalytic loop, and P+1 loop, all key functional domains of this kinase. We propose that the

correlated vibrations of subgroups of ion pairs have significant correlations with functional domains,

which can be used to identify, a priori, special functional and structural features of folded proteins.
Introduction

Protein folding/unfolding is an important biological process
and has attracted major research interest in biophysical
communities for more than a half century. Protein unfolding
processes induced by chemicals, acids, and more recently
mechanical force allow us to probe unfolding transition states
in detail, useful for understanding interactions in the mole-
cules. Among these, mechanically induced unfolding is inter-
esting because the signature of individual unfolding
intermediates in the force–extension prole represents struc-
tural properties, manifesting the energy landscape of the
protein.1 Unfolding intermediates of proteins are experimen-
tally accessible by a variety of single molecule manipulation
approaches, such as atomic force microcopy (AFM)2 and optical
tweezers.3,4 However, such techniques usually operate in a time
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scale of 10�3 s, which is much slower than the typical oscillatory
frequency of molecules in the time scale of 10�9 to 10�12 s.
Detailed structures of the unfolding characters are thus still
unavailable experimentally due to the limited resolution. In
such cases, numerical simulation such as molecular dynamics
(MD) is a powerful tool to gain insights at the desired high time
and atomic resolution.

In this paper, we apply an adaptive time series analysis
approach to study the ion-pair dynamics in the force-induced
unfolding of human titin kinase simulated by steeredmolecular
dynamics (SMD). Titin kinase is a 321 amino acid residue
(Fig. 1 (a)) mechanoenzyme located near the C-terminus of the
giant (3–4 MDa) elastic protein titin5 that spans 1/2 of the
contractile machinery (sarcomere) in skeletal and cardiac
muscles.6 Titin is pivotal in force generation, sensing and
transduction in skeletal and cardiac muscles. The reversible
extension of titin generates passive tension, and the activity of
titin kinase is modulated by mechanical stretching, thereby
transducing the mechanical signals to biochemical pathways in
regulating the assembly and turnover of the sarcomeres. In vivo,
it is inhibited by a C-terminal regulatory (inhibitory) tail which
blocks the ATP binding site and by tyrosine phosphorylation in
the active site. It is activated, under mechanical stretching,
when tyrosine phosphorylation releases inhibition by the P+1
loop.7,8 The molecular mechanism of this novel force sensitive
kinase is being pursued by experimental and theoretical studies
of enzymology, mechanical unfolding of single molecules by
AFM and SMD simulations.8 Remarkably, the success of SMD
Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 9897–9906 | 9897



Fig. 1 Ion pairs and disorderness profile of the titin kinase domain. (a) Sequence and secondary structures of titin kinase. The active-site region (residues 138–189) and
regulatory tail (282–338) are highlighted by the boxes. (b) Diagonal map of all ion pairs (,) and those with explicit oscillations of frequency 0.11� 109 Hz in their time
series (-). The disorder index is calculated by PONDR (http://www.pondr.com/) using a VL-XT predictor. A larger index value corresponds to a lower probability of a
fixed tertiary structure. (c) The structure of titin kinase (PDB code: 1TKI) (top), relative locations of the residues (middle) and the corresponding ion pairs (bottom).
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simulations has been demonstrated by single-molecule experi-
ments in vitro and in silico.9–12 For titin kinase, it suggested
atomic details of sequential domain unfolding accompanying
the activation process,8 suitable for identifying changes that
contribute to the activation process. The dynamics of ion pairs
and salt-bridges are likely important in understanding the
complex global structural response of protein toward mechan-
ical stress. A network of salt-bridges has been shown to play a
role in the small scale conformational transition during the
activation of the Src family of tyrosine kinases.13 We initiate, to
our knowledge, the rst analysis of the network of electrostatic
interactions of titin kinase through the unfolding process.

A salt-bridge is a combination of non-covalent interactions of
hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions. It arises from
a pair of oppositely charged resides, including aspartic acid or
glutamic acid with arginine, lysine, or histidine.14 The distance
and orientation between the residues participating in the salt-
9898 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 9897–9906
bridge are crucial; those ion-pairs with separations greater than
the cut-off are not qualied as a salt-bridge.15,16 The salt-bridges
are among the most thoroughly investigated interactions in
protein chemistry due to their important and specic func-
tions.17 They serve as binding sites in enzymes,18–20 mediate
molecular recognition,21–23 and modulate the allosteric behavior
of proteins.24,25 Recently, it has been shown that salt-bridges can
be sensitive drug targets in nucleoproteins to inhibit viral
replication.26

The SMD simulates the extension and unfolding of single
protein molecules with a constant velocity or force by control-
ling the end-to-end distance. Since the SMD simulations record
coordinates of all atoms in the system at all time points, all
atomic interactions are dened. These simulations of the
stretching of titin kinase allow the changes in all ionic and
non-ionic interactions to be monitored over the course of the
simulation. Interestingly the possible salt-bridges form and
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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break as the molecule is stretched as inspected visually. To
understand the dynamics of the ionic interactions as well as
the formation and breakage of salt-bridges, we carried out the
SMD simulations with different pulling speeds and analyzed
the SMD trajectories using time series analysis approaches,
with the aim of dening the most critical set of a global
network of molecular interactions that underlie force gener-
ating/bearing events, and detect essential components in an
ion-pair time series which reect signicant nanomechanics in
activation processes.
Materials and methods
Steered molecular dynamics simulations

We used the NAMD package27,28 with the CHARMM22 force
eld29 and CMAP corrections30 to implement the simulations.
The SMD method involves the application of external forces to
molecules in MD simulations. The simulations started from an
X-ray structure, deposited as entry 1TKI7 in the Protein Data
Bank.31 The amino acid residues are numbered from 18 to
338 (numbering from N to C terminus). (Our numbering system
follows the numbering in the PDB entry 1TKI. In some refer-
ences, such as ref. 32, the numbering of the residues is
renumbered from 1 to 321.) All structural models were visual-
ized and manipulated with VMD.33 The Ca of the N-terminal
residue was rst positioned to the origin of the coordinate
system. The protein model was then rotated to position the Ca

of the C-terminal residue on the x-axis, and solvated with an 8 Å
TIP3P model water34 shell with the Solvate program.35 VMD was
used to add water molecules to render a water box of size
200 Å � 84 Å � 80 Å to allow for the stretched molecule to
remain surrounded by water at all times. Ions (K+ and Cl�) were
added to the hydrated structures to an ionic strength of 150 mM
using the Meadionize Plugin,36 which places ions at the minima
of the electrostatic potential map generated by the Potential
utility of the MEAD program suite.37 Finally, the system con-
tained 142 948 atoms.

Following minimization, the system was warmed to 300 K in
6 K steps with 500 steps of MD at each temperature increment.
Aer reaching 300 K, an additional 50 000 steps of MD were
performed to further equilibrate the system. All MD simulations
were done at a 1 fs step size with particle mesh Ewald (PME)
calculation of long-range electrostatic interactions. The density
of grid points for PME was �1 Å�3. Nonbonded interactions
were calculated at every step and full electrostatic interactions
were calculated at every other step. The simulations were per-
formed with a uniform dielectric constant of 1, and a cut-off of
Coulomb forces with a switching function starting at a distance
of 8 Å and reaching zero at 12 Å. SMD simulations were carried
out by xing the N-terminus of the domain, and applying an
external force to pull a restraint point (residue) of the C-
terminus with a constant velocity in the direction along the
vector from the xed atom (Ca 18, N-terminus) to pulled atom
(Ca 338, C-terminus). The forces experienced by the Ca atom of a
pulled residue are

f ¼ k(vt � y) (1)
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Here y is the displacement of the pulled atom from its original
position, and k is the spring constant. Referring to the
parameters justied in ref. 32, here the value of k was set at 1
kcal mol�1 Å�2, corresponding to 69.48 pN Å�1. The force-
induced unfolding was simulated with the pulling speed in a
range from v ¼ 0.005 Å ps�1 to v ¼ 0.05 Å ps�1, including 2
realizations with v ¼ 0.005 Å ps�1, 2 realizations with v ¼ 0.01 Å
ps�1, and 1 realization with v ¼ 0.05 Å ps�1. Fig. 2 shows a
typical force curve of the force-induced unfolding of titin
kinase simulated by 25 000 ps SMD with pulling speed v ¼
0.005 Å ps�1, and the corresponding snapshots taken at t ¼ 0,
9998, and 25 000 ps. At 9998 ps, signicant structural changes
such as the loss of helicity in aR2 of the regulatory tail already
occurred. It should be noted that the calculated paths of
unfolding of titin kinase can be inuenced by the specic
protocol applied.38 The present study follows with interest
certain unfolding events associated with signicant structural
changes, and the kinase is not necessarily fully activated. To
avoid confusion, in the following, our demonstration in the
main text will be based on this realization. The analysis of the
other realizations with the same and different pulling speeds is
presented in the ESI.†
Ion-pair and salt-bridge time series

The salt-bridges in titin kinase were dened by an oxygen–
nitrogen distance cut-off of any ion pair. An ion pair is
considered as a salt-bridge as the separation of its oxygen–
nitrogen pair is within the cut-off in at least one frame in the
trajectory of unfolding. The cut-off is usually set to 4 Å; yet we
follow the setting in VMD33 and chose 3.2 Å as the cut-off. The
time evolution of these ion pairs was calculated throughout the
SMD trajectories. The number of ion pairs is realization
dependent. In the typical realization of the simulation with
pulling speed v¼ 0.005 Å ps�1, there are 55 ion pairs involved in
the unfolding of titin kinase. For other cases, there are 66 (v ¼
0.005 Å ps�1), 63 (v ¼ 0.01 Å ps�1), 82 (v ¼ 0.01 Å ps�1), and 41
(v ¼ 0.05 Å ps�1) ion pairs (see ESI† for details). For the current
case, the amino acid residues involved in the ion pairs and their
topological locations are shown in Fig. 1. Here we are particu-
larly interested in the simulation of the rst 11 112 ps (11 113
data points), in which the system is not stretched too much to
lose its main structure and the biological activity is activated
from the structure change in the regulatory tail8,32 (see Fig. 2).
We use a one-letter symbol and three digits to indicate an amino
acid residue and its location in a linear sequence. Thus, nota-
tion E068 indicates the glutamic acid at position 68. Fig. 3(a)
shows typical data of the ion pair (E068-K067) in the unfolding
simulation of titin kinase. These data record the dynamic
breaking and rejoining of salt-bridge during unfolding. To
explore properties of the ion-pair time series, we dene the gain
gs(t) of x(t),

gsðtÞ ¼ xðtþ sÞ � xðtÞ
xðtÞ ; (2)

where s is a multiple of the primary time sampling unit Dt (¼1
ps). The gain time series g1(t) for the data of Fig. 3(a) is shown in
Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 9897–9906 | 9899



Fig. 2 Force-induced structural unfolding of titin kinase SMD simulation with pulling speed 0.005 Å ps�1. (a) Key force-induced unfolding events on the helical
structures aR1 and aR2 (blue), and b sheet structure bR1 (magenta) that occurred at t¼ 0, 9998, and 25 000 ps. (b) A typical force–extension curve. (c) Some of the ion-
pair networks at t ¼ 0 ps and t ¼ 9998 ps. Ion pairs of increasing complexity, with two, three, four and eleven ions are shown. Note the changes in the relative
orientation and spacing as the kinase is stretched.
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Fig. 3(b). The probability density functions (PDFs) P(gs(t)) for the
gain gs(t) with time scales s ¼ 1, 4, 16, and 64 are shown in
Fig. 3(b). The distribution is non-Gaussian type, with fat tails.
Further, the distribution of P(gs ¼ 0) with respect to s in the
logarithmic scale is linear (see Fig. 3(c)).39–42 The best tting
straight line is, with a stability index b z 5,

log10 Pðgs ¼ 0Þ ¼ C � 1

b
log10 s; (3)

where C is a constant. This suggests that the uctuation of the
ion-pair distance is generated by a random multiplicative
process with nite variance. Infrequent but large changes in the
distance occur as parts of the structures unfold, resulting in the
fat tails in the PDF. There is a probability for the existence of
temporal correlation in ion-pair dynamics, which can be
studied by scaling analysis. In the following, we focused on the
data of gs¼1(t).
9900 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 9897–9906
Temporal correlation analysis

The detrended uctuation analysis (DFA)43 is used to assess the
temporal correlation of the ion-pair time series. We rst con-
structed a gain walk w(t) by accumulating gs¼1(t) according to

wðtÞ ¼ Pt
t0¼t0

gs¼1ðt0Þ. The DFA is an analysis based on the

measurement of uctuations F of the time series w(t) in
different scales. The algorithm of DFA is given by:43

FðnÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

T

XT
t¼1

½wðtÞ � wnðtÞ�2
vuut fna; (4)

where n is a scale factor for resampling w(t), and wn(t) is the
straight line with the slope determined by the best tting of the
data points of w(t) in the moving window of size n. The slope for
the curve in the plot of F as a function of n in the log–log scale is
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013



Fig. 3 Stability analysis of ion-pair data. (a) Ion-pair time series E068-K067. The
blue (dotted line) indicates the salt-bridge cut-off of 3.2 Å. Pink triangles indicate
formation of salt-bridges. (b) The corresponding gain gs(t). (c) The probability
distribution of gain gs(t) defined in (2) with s ¼ 1, 4, 16, and 64. (d) Probability of
gain variations P(gs(t)¼ 0) as a function of the time sampling intervals s. The slope
of the best-fit straight line is �0.20 � 0.01.
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associated with the intrinsic correlation of the time series,
characterized by the index a.43
Hilbert spectral analysis

To examine the existence of oscillatory features associated with
dynamic breaking and rejoining, we analyze the frequency
content of the ion-pair time series. Since the time series is
highly nonstationary and nonlinear, to achieve high resolution
to detect the oscillation, we used the empirical mode
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
decomposition (EMD) to decompose each ion-pair time series
into a number of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) and then
analyzed the corresponding Hilbert spectrum and power spec-
tral density (PSD). The decomposition is achieved by iterative
“siing” processes for extracting modes by identication of
local extremes and subtraction of local means.44–49 The itera-
tions are terminated by a criterion of convergence. For the
details of the algorithms of EMD, reference is made to ref. 44
and 45. For an ion-pair time series x(t), we have

xðtÞ ¼
Xn

k¼1

ckðtÞ þ rnðtÞ; (5)

where ck(t)0s are IMFs, and rn(t) is a residue, usually a monotonic
trend. The Hilbert transform is performed on each IMF
according to

ck(t) + i�ck(t) ¼ Ak(t)e
i4k(t), (6)

where c&#x0304;k(t) is the conjugate of the IMF ck(t), calculated
from

ckðtÞ ¼ 1

p
P

ðN
�N

ck
�
t0
�

t� t0
dt0; (7)

where P indicates the Cauchy principle value;
AkðtÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ck2ðtÞ þ ck2ðtÞ

p
is the amplitude, and

fkðtÞ ¼ tanh�1½ckðtÞ=ckðtÞ� is the instantaneous phase. The
instantaneous frequency is calculated by taking the
time derivative of fk(t). The decomposition satises complete-
ness and orthogonality.44 The orthogonality index,

k ¼ P
i;t
ciðtÞciþ1ðtÞ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i;t
ci2ðtÞ

P
j;t

cjþ1
2ðtÞ

r
, was used to choose a

reasonable decomposition by minimizing the value of k. The
mode mixing problem is processed by using ensemble empir-
ical mode decomposition (EEMD),50 which is an extended
version of EMD. Different siing criteria were used in EEMD to
conrm the robustness of the decomposition.
Results and discussions
Temporal correlation in ion-pair dynamics

An example DFA analysis for ion pair E068-K067 is shown in
Fig. 4(a). There are two characteristics of the time series in short
and long time scales, contributing to the linear parts in the two
regimes. In short-time scales less than 50 ps, there is anti-
persistent behavior such that a1 ¼ 1.11, while persistent
behavior dominates in time scales larger than 100 ps, with a2 ¼
1.83. The distributions of a1 and a2 for all 55 time series are
shown in Fig. 4(b). On average, ha1i ¼ 1.16 and ha2i ¼ 1.81.
Specically, in short time scales, the variations of the ion-pair
distance are associated with thermal uctuations. It shares
similar properties of Brownian motion with a¼ 1. For long time
scales from 100 ps to 3000 ps, a rough estimate based on the
change of interionic distance from 13.2 Å at t ¼ 5400 ps to 3.2 Å
at t ¼ 6400 ps (i.e., velocity Dx/Dt � 0.01 Å ps�1) in Fig. 3(a)
suggests that the corresponding length scale is in a range from 1
to 30 Å. Since amino acids have an average radius of 3.5 Å,51 this
length scale is the same as one to ten amino acid residues. The
Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 9897–9906 | 9901



Fig. 4 Scaling analysis of an ion-pair time series. (a) Log–log plot of F(n) as a
function of n, for E068-K067. The slopes determined by linear fittings are a1 ¼
1.11 and a2 ¼ 1.83. (b) Distribution of the a values of the 55 ion pairs.
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variations of the ion-pair distances in this time scale reect the
unfolding, mainly of secondary structures. These observations
are valid also for force-induced unfolding in different pulling-
speeds (see ESI†), in which the a values do not vary signicantly.
Fig. 5 Hilbert spectral analysis of an ion-pair time series. (a) Ion-pair time series
E283-K119. The blue (dotted) line indicates the salt-bridge cut-off of 3.2 Å. (b) The
ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD). (c) The corresponding power
spectral density (PSD).
Hilbert spectra of ion-pair time series

A typical decomposition of ion-pair time series E283-R119
(Fig. 5(a)) is shown in Fig. 5(b), and the corresponding PSD is
shown in Fig. 5(c). This ion pair, between the regulatory tail and
the adjoining region of the active site, forms a salt-bridge that
breaks, rejoins, and breaks (see Fig. 5(a)), related to the force
events at t ¼ 4000 and 6000 ps in the force curve of Fig. 2(b).
From Fig. 5(b), we visually searched oscillatory behaviors in
various time scales and noted that c13 is of special interest in
this case. The IMF c13 has an oscillation with the frequency of
0.11 � 109 Hz and a decaying amplitude. This oscillation
contributes to the peak in the PSD of Fig. 5(c). It is worth
emphasizing that such an oscillation cannot be observed
directly from the ion-pair time series in Fig. 5(a). It suggests the
existence of a mechanical damping mechanism for this ion pair
in response to stress. The amplitude of the vibrational damping
is in the scale of �0.5 Å, corresponding to vibrational modes of
chemical bonds. A similar oscillation has been observed for
other ion pairs, mainly located at the boundary surface of C- and
N-lobes, and at the junction between them. Table 1 presents the
ion pairs with explicit oscillations by bold font. Their topolog-
ical locations are shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c). Note that similar
oscillatory behaviors have been observed in other realizations of
different pulling speeds (see ESI†), while the characteristic
frequency varies. This suggests that the vibrational damping is a
general feature for the force-induced unfolding of titin kinase.
9902 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 9897–9906
We have found that typical oscillations in the ion-pair time
series are mainly of relatively lower frequency in the order of 109

Hz. This corresponds to a period of several hundred ps, or
several Å in length scale (with the velocity of 0.01 Å ps�1, esti-
mated from Fig. 3(a)), essentially the scale associated with a
typical secondary structure. Additional examples of distinct
oscillatory behaviors for three ion pairs with 109 Hz frequency
oscillation (E283-R119, E085-K023, and D144-R146) and three
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013



Table 1 Classification of ion pairs. Groups 1, 2,., 5 are classified by topological
locations in a linear sequence (see Fig. 1(b)) and their subgroups (I, I*, .) are
classified by the existence of explicit oscillation. Salt-bridges in unstretched
protein are underlined. Salt-bridges formed during stretch are without underline.
The ion-pair time series having explicit oscillatory behaviors at a frequency of
about 0.11 � 109 Hz are further highlighted by bold font

Group Subgroup Ion pairs

1 I* E028-R040, E019-K018, E022-K018, E085-K023,
E091-K056, E091-K058, E098-K048

I E088-K066, E019-K047, E022-K023, D029-R032,
E034-R032, E043-K023, E092-K056, E120-R108,
E043-K048, D061-K058, E068-K053, E068-K067,
E130-R078, E164-K053

2 II* D144-R146, D175-R169, D175-K172
II E098-K161, E148-R146, E115-R156

3 III* E283-R119
4 IV* E242-K245, E250-R284, E262-K261, E271-R257,

E283-K281
IV E190-R263, D240-K294, E246-R291, D253-R257,

E190-R266, D195-R263, E241-K245, E242-R291,
E242-K294, E246-K245, E246-K288, D256-R257,
E262-R263, E262-K264, E283-R284, D306-K305,
D306-R315

5 V D104-R315, E107-R315, D144-R323, E164-R323,
D195-K334
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ion pairs without this frequency oscillation or with a higher
frequency oscillation �1010 Hz (E190-R266, D144-R323, and
E107-R315), and the IMFs c13 of each time series are shown in
Fig. 6(a)–(f). Signicant changes in the interionic distance
(mostly corresponding to formation/breaking/rejoining of salt-
bridges when the distance reduces to 3.2 Å) are marked in the
x(t) time series with triangles. It is apparent that the oscillatory
behavior is a manifestation of signicant changes in the inter-
ionic distance. The amplitude of oscillation appears to decrease
and increase with the formation and breakage of salt-bridges,
respectively. For the ion pair E283-K119, the breakage of salt-
bridge at 1600 ps led to an increase in amplitude and the
rejoining at 4000 ps caused an attenuation of the amplitude and
then an increase when it breaks near 6000 ps. Similar behaviors
are apparent for other ion pairs (such as E085-K023). This
correlation is illustrated by the stable salt-bridges E190-R266
(Fig. 6(d)) and E107-R315 (Fig. 6(f)) where occasional breakages
lead to large amplitude oscillation transiently from the stable
non-oscillatory baselines. Sudden changes in the ion-pair
distance, even without salt-bridge formation/breakage, are
sufficient to attenuate or increase the amplitude. This is illus-
trated in the behaviors of E085-K023 between 6500 ps and 9300
ps, for D144-R146 (Fig. 6(b)) between 2000 ps and 5000 ps and
for D144-R323 (Fig. 6(e)). There is a wealth of mechanical
features in the oscillatory analysis of ion-pair distances,
including evidence of harmonic damping and resonance (e.g. in
E085-K023) that reects the energy transfers from and to these
networked ion pairs. Since the amplitudes of both harmonic
damping and resonance are in the scale of vibrational modes of
chemical bonds, we speculate that such oscillations may be
detectable by Raman spectroscopy.52 A more thorough analysis
is in progress.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Ion-pair dynamics and structural correlation

To assess the structural basis of the grouping of ion-pair
dynamics during mechanical stretching, we plotted the two
oscillation groupings of 55 ion pairs on the titin kinase
secondary structures as well as the disorderness prole along
the primary sequence (Fig. 1(b)) of titin kinase. The disorder-
ness prole is dened by the disorder index, in which a larger
index value corresponds to a lower probability of xed tertiary
structures. The intrinsically disordered protein regions display
rapid conversion of transient secondary structures and
unstructured coils and therefore are of particular interest from
the angle of elasticity and force bearing/generating events. We
used several predictors to assess the order/disorder prole of
the titin kinase domain. The order/disorder prole displaying
the relative propensity of disorderness based on the VL-XT
predictor of PONDR53–55 (http://www.pondr.com/) is shown in
Fig. 1(b). The locations of the 55 ion pairs on the primary
sequence as well on the disorder prole are depicted topologi-
cally as ve groups (1, 2,., 5) from the N- to C-terminus:
ion pairs with the explicit oscillation as four subgroups: I*
(E019-K018, E022-K018, E028-R040, E091-K058, E085-K023,
E098-K048, and E091-K056), II* (D175-K172, D144-R146, and
D175-R169), III* (E283-R119), and group IV* (E242-K245, E250-
R284, E262-K261, E271-R257, and E283-K281) and the ion pairs
without the explicit oscillation as four subgroups: I, II, IV, and
V. Except groups 3 and 5, the other groups are distributed near
the diagonal line indicating ion pairs formed from nearby side
chains on the primary sequence. The general feature is that ion
pairs in groups 3 and 4 located at the C-terminus are mostly
bridging disorder/disorder regions. The ion-pairs of this kind
form transient salt-bridges during stretching, as illustrated by
the time series of E283-K119 in Fig. 6(a). The group 1 ion pairs
near the N-terminus are mostly disorder/order combinations,
which form transient salt-bridges more frequently, as illus-
trated by the pair E085-K023 in Fig. 6(b). The group 2 ion pairs
are order/order combinations, with oscillations that are dam-
ped quickly, as illustrated by D144-R146 in Fig. 6(c). Compared
with disorder/disorder and disorder/order combinations, the
ion-pairs from the order/order combination appear to facilitate
the rejoining of salt-bridges. The most striking behaviors are for
the ion pairs in group V depicting the ion-pair dynamics of the
regulatory tail. All pairs are order/disorder combinations from
more distant amino acids in the primary sequence and, inter-
estingly, all without any signicant low frequency vibrations
(see e.g., Fig. 6(e) and (f)). Among the ve realizations we
simulated, the only one exception to this observation is a real-
ization with pulling speed v ¼ 0.01 Å ps�1 (see Fig. 2(b) of ESI†),
where an ion-pair E118-K288 in group 5 (V*) shows oscillatory
behaviors. However, it is at the boundary of the regulatory tail.
These observations suggest that the ion pairs in the regulatory
tail act as a group in resisting conformational changes as titin
kinase is stretched and undergo force-induced activation.

To understand further the structural features associated with
the groups of vibrational correlated ion pairs and the corre-
sponding physical signicance, we examined their locations,
their corresponding mechanical properties, and the functional
Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 9897–9906 | 9903



Fig. 6 Topological locations of ion pairs with and without dominant frequency at 0.11 � 109 Hz. Left: schematic of titin kinase and the residues in the ion pairs E283-
R119, E085-K023, D144-R146, E190-R266, D144-R323, and E107-R315, at t¼ 0 ps (top) and at t¼ 9998 ps (bottom). Right: the ion-pair time series x(t) and the IMFs c13
of (a) E283-R119, (b) E085-K023, (c) D144-R146, (d) E190-R266, (e) D114-R323 and (f) E107-R315. The blue (dotted) line indicates the salt-bridge cut-off of 3.2 Å. Pink
down-triangles indicate significant changes in the interionic distance.

Fig. 7 Groupingof vibration-correlated ion pairs in the time series of unfolding intermediates of titin kinaseupon stretching. Thegroupswith the explicit oscillation (I*, II*,
III*, and IV*) and thegroupwithout the explicit oscillation (I, II, IV, andV), thecorresponding ion-pair connected regions, andmechanical properties of the ion-pair timeseries
are depicted. The structure of titin kinase is illustrated as twohalf spheres labeledwithN andC. Boundaries of the two spheres are denoted asBN andBC. Functional domains
significant for kinase activity are abbreviatedas: activation segment (AS), Catalytic loop (CL), P+1 loop (P), and Regulatory tail (R), and are represented in red font in the table.

9904 | Soft Matter, 2013, 9, 9897–9906 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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domains of titin kinase, shown in Fig. 7. Since titin kinase is
activated when the P+1 loop initially blocking the catalytic loop
is removed,7,32 we noted, from Fig. 1(a) and Table 1, that there
are 8 ion pairs involved in the active site consisting of three
segments: catalytic loop (CL), activation segment (AS), and P+1
loop (PL). They were classied into different groups: E164-053
(AS-CL, subgroup I in Table 1), E148-R146 (CL-CL, subgroup II),
D144-R323 (CL-R, subgroup V), D175-K172 (AS-AS, subgroup
II*), D144-R146 (CL-CL, subgroup II*), E164-R323 (AS-R,
subgroup V), E115-R156 (N-CL, subgroup II) and D175-R169
(AS-AS, subgroup II*); here “R” was used to indicate regulatory
tail and “N” was used to indicate the segment of N-lobes. Except
E148-R146, which is a salt-bridge in the unstretched protein
and is without explicit oscillation, the ion pairs formed by the
residues from the same segments form salt-bridges during
stretching and are with explicit oscillation. There are no ion
pairs formed by the residues from the P+1 loop. As the active
site has a relatively ordered prole (see Fig. 1(b)), we speculate
that the vibrational resonance in D175-K172, D144-R146,
and D175-R169 is essential to the conformation adjustment,
and the incollective behaviors (i.e., classication in different
groups) increase the efficiency. The absence of ion pairs in
the P+1 loop likely makes it easy to be removed under
stretching.
Conclusion

In summary, we have applied adaptive time series analysis
approaches to investigate the ion-pair dynamics in the force-
induced unfolding of titin kinase through SMD simulations. By
studying the SMD trajectories during the activation by the
structural changes in the regulatory tail, we dened an ion-pair
time series which manifests properties of dynamic breaking
and rejoining of the salt-bridges. The temporal properties were
analyzed by scaling analysis of DFA, which revealed an anti-
persistent behavior in short-time scales less than 50 ps, and a
persistent behavior in long time scales greater than 100 ps. The
former is attributed to thermal uctuation, while the latter is
likely associated with interactions involving secondary struc-
tures, implying that the activation process involves changes of
secondary structures. Spectral analysis based on the EMD
method shows that there is a characteristic oscillation with
amplitude in the scale of vibrational modes of chemical bonds
in some ion-pair time series. The ion pairs with such an oscil-
lation are relatively active components, working as vibrational
damping machinery to consume mechanical energy of stretch-
ing, and as vibrational resonance for conformation adjustment.
Examination of the structural location of the groups of vibra-
tional correlated ion pairs revealed the locations or neighboring
structures of key functional domains of titin kinase, including
the autoinhibitory loop, ATP binding cle, catalytic loop, and
P+1 loop. Furthermore, our analysis suggests that the ion pairs
in the regulatory tail act as a group in resisting conformational
changes as titin kinase is stretched and undergoes force-
induced activation. Remarkably, the conclusions hold for
different realizations with various pulling speeds in SMD
simulations.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Our analysis of the time series of mechanically unfolded
intermediates pays special attention to the correlated vibrations
of chemical bonds from the oscillatory modes in the ion-pair
time series. The structural features of correlated vibration reveal
the functional domains of titin kinase in the stretch-activation
process, as well as the role of intrinsically disordered domains
of titin kinase in energy transduction during mechanical
unfolding. To our knowledge, this represents the rst successful
attempt to unravel the meaning of the intricate kinetic and time
dependent events during mechanical unfolding of proteins at
atomic resolution. While we focus in the present study on titin
kinase to investigate the force-induced structural and activity
changes of this mechanoenzyme, our systematic time series
analysis is applicable to any particular group of atoms such as
hydrophobic, hydrophilic, and hydrogen bonding amino acids
in any type of protein, both globular and intrinsically disor-
dered. The potential application of our algorithms for identi-
fying key functional and kinetic events that underlie structural
transitions and activities is well worth exploring.
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Correlated vibrations in ion-pair dynamics in mechanoactivation identifies func-
tional domains of force-dependent titin kinase
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Here the same analysis as the main text on more realizations with the same and different pulling speeds are summarized.

I. SUMMARY OF THE SECOND REALIZATION WITH PULLING SPEED v = 0.005 Å/PS
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FIG. 1 (a) Distribution of the scaling index α of the 66 ion-pair time series. 〈α1〉 = 1.11 and 〈α2〉 = 1.80. (b) Diagonal map of all ion

pairs (�) and those with regular oscillatory behaviors in their time series (�).

TABLE I Classification of ion pairs. Groups 1, 2, . . . 5 are classified by topological locations in linear sequence and their subgroups

(I, I∗, . . . ) are classified by the existence of explicit oscillation. Salt-bridges in unstretched protein are underlined. Salt-bridges formed

during stretch are without underline. The ion-pair time series having explicit oscillatory behaviors are further highlighted by bold fonts.

Group Subgroup Ion pairs

1 I∗ E019-K018, E043-K023, E085-K023, E091-K058, E130-R078

I D029-R032, E088-K066, E019-K023, E028-R032, E028-R040, E034-K053, E034-K056, E034-K058, E043-K048,

D061-K058, E068-K053, E068-K067, E091-K056, E092-K018, E092-K056, E098-R076, E120-R108, E120-R119,

E164-K053

2 II∗ E164-R146, D175-R169, D175-K172

II E098-K161, E098-R156, D144-R146, E148-R146

3 III∗ E283-R119

4 IV∗ D240-R291, E242-R291, D256-R257, E271-R257, E283-K281, E283-R284

IV E190-R266, D195-R263, D240-K294, E241-K245, E242-K245, E242-K294, E246-K245, E246-K288, E246-R291,

E250-R284, D253-R257, E262-K261, E262-R263, E262-K264, D306-K304, D306-K305, D306-R315

5 V D104-K305, D104-R315, E107-K305, E107-R315, D144-R315, D144-R323, E148-K305, E148-R315, E164-R315,

E164-R323, D195-K334
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II. SUMMARY OF THE FIRST REALIZATION WITH PULLING SPEED v = 0.01 Å/PS
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(b)

FIG. 2 (a) Distribution of the scaling index α of the 63 ion-pair time series. 〈α1〉 = 1.13 and 〈α2〉 = 1.72. (b) Diagonal map of all ion

pairs (�) and those with regular oscillatory behaviors in their time series (�).

TABLE II Classification of ion pairs. Groups 1, 2, . . . 5 are classified by topological locations in linear sequence and their subgroups

(I, I∗, . . . ) are classified by the existence of explicit oscillation. Salt-bridges in unstretched protein are underlined. Salt-bridges formed

during stretch are without underline. The ion-pair time series having explicit oscillatory behaviors are further highlighted by bold fonts.

Group Subgroup Ion pairs

1 I∗ E022-K018, E091-K058, E019-K018, E028-R040, E091-K056, E092-K056

I D029-R032, E034-R032, E034-K056, E043-K023, E068-K053, E085-K023, E088-K018, E088-K066, E115-R119,

E120-R108, E120-R119, E130-R078

2 II∗ D144-R146, E164-R146, D175-R169

II E098-K161, E148-R146, D175-K172

3 III∗ E283-R119

4 IV∗ E190-R263, E246-R291, E262-K264, E283-K281, D306-K326

IV E246-K288, D175-R263, E190-R266, D195-R263, E223-K304, E223-R315, E223-R323, E241-K245, E242-K245,

E242-R291, E246-K245, E250-R284, D253-R257, D256-R257, E262-K261, E262-R263, E283-R284, D306-K304,

D306-K305

5 V∗ E118-K288

5 V E107-K305, D104-R315, E107-R296, E107-R315, E115-R291, D144-R323, D144-K326, E148-R315, E148-K326,

E164-R323, E185-R315, E185-R323, D195-K334
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III. SUMMARY OF THE SECOND REALIZATION WITH PULLING SPEED v = 0.01 Å/PS
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(b)

FIG. 3 (a) Distribution of the scaling index α of the 63 ion-pair time series. 〈α1〉 = 1.12 and 〈α2〉 = 1.73. (b) Diagonal map of all ion

pairs (�) and those with regular oscillatory behaviors in their time series (�).

TABLE III Classification of ion pairs. Groups 1, 2, . . . 5 are classified by topological locations in linear sequence and their subgroups

(I, I∗, . . . ) are classified by the existence of explicit oscillation. Salt-bridges in unstretched protein are underlined. Salt-bridges formed

during stretch are without underline. The ion-pair time series having explicit oscillatory behaviors are further highlighted by bold fonts.

Group Subgroup Ion pairs

1 I∗ E019-K018, E022-K018, E034-R032, E043-R076, D061-K058, E068-K053, E088-K066, E091-K056, E091-K058

I E022-K023, E022-K047, E028-R040, D029-R032, E043-K023, E043-R040, E043-K048, E085-K047, E088-K058,

E092-K018, E092-K056, E098-K048, E115-R108, E115-R119, E120-R108, E120-R119, E130-R078, E164-K053

2 II∗ D144-R146, D144-R169, D175-R169

II E098-K161, E115-R156, E120-R156, D144-K172, E148-R146, E164-R146, D175-K172

3 III∗ E283-R119, D306-R146

4 IV∗ D195-R263, D240-R291, E242-R291, E242-K245, E283-R284

IV E283-K281, E190-R263, E190-R266, D195-K261, D195-K334, D202-R169, E236-K261, D240-K294, E241-K245,

E242-K294, E246-K245, E246-K288, E246-R291, E250-R284, D253-R257, D256-R257, E262-K261, E262-R263,

E262-K264, E271-R257, D306-K304, D306-R315, D306-R323, D306-K326

5 V D104-K305, D104-R315, E107-K305, E107-R315, E115-R296, E118-K288, D144-R315, D144-R323, E148-R315,

E148-R323, E148-K326, E164-R315, E164-R323, E185-K326
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IV. SUMMARY OF THE REALIZATION WITH PULLING SPEED v = 0.05 Å/PS
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(b)

FIG. 4 (a) Distribution of the scaling index α of the 63 ion-pair time series. 〈α1〉 = 1.08 and 〈α2〉 = 1.60. (b) Diagonal map of all ion

pairs (�) and those with regular oscillatory behaviors in their time series (�).

TABLE IV Classification of ion pairs. Groups 1, 2, . . . 5 are classified by topological locations in linear sequence and their subgroups

(I, I∗, . . . ) are classified by the existence of explicit oscillation. Salt-bridges in unstretched protein are underlined. Salt-bridges formed

during stretch are without underline. The ion-pair time series having explicit oscillatory behaviors are further highlighted by bold fonts.

Group Subgroup Ion pairs

1 I∗ E022-K018, E091-K058, E019-K018, D061-K058, E068-K053, E085-K023, E091-K056, E092-K056

I E028-R040, D029-R032, E043-K023, E085-R076, E088-K066, E120-R119

2 II∗ D144-R146, D144-R169, E164-R146, D175-K172

II E098-K161, E148-R146

3 III∗ E283-R119

4 IV∗ D240-K294, E250-R284, E283-K281, D306-K326

IV E190-R263, E190-R266, D195-R263, E241-K245, E242-K294, E246-K288, D253-R257, D256-R257, E262-K264,

E283-R284

5 V E107-K305, E034-K326, D104-K305, D104-R315, E148-R315, E164-R315
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